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CHILEAN PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia  Visa on Arrival (VOA) for 30 days

 Visa is also obtainable onlinehttp://evisa.mfaic.gov.kh

 Application procedures and fees may vary by location

 There is no consulate of Cambodia in Central or South America except in Cuba to

have further information.

Laos  Visa on Arrival (VOA) for 30 days

 Application procedures and fees may vary by location

 There is no consulate of Laos in Central or South America except in Cuba to

have further information.

Malaysia  Visa on Arrival (VOA) for 30 days

 Application procedures and fees may vary by location

 Visa is not required for Holders of an APEC Business Travel Card (ABTC).

 Embassy of Malaysia in Santiago:

ADDRESS Av. Tajamar 183, Piso 10

Oficina 1002

Las Condes

Santiago

Chile

PHONE LOCAL: (02) 2233.6698

INTERNATIONAL: +56.2.2233.6698

FAX LOCAL: (02) 2234.3853

INTERNATIONAL: +56.2.2234.3853

EMAIL mwstg@embdemalasia.cl

WEB SITE http://www.kln.gov.my/perwakilan/santiago

HOURS Monday - Friday

09:00 hrs - 17:00 hrs

http://evisa.mfaic.gov.kh/
mailto:mwstg@embdemalasia.cl
http://www.kln.gov.my/perwakilan/santiago
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Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED

 Chilean citizens must arrive via Yangon InternationalAirport.

 Citizens of Chile residing in Chile must apply for a visa to Myanmar in person

at the nearest consulate of Myanmar in Chile which means BRAZIL.

ADDRESS Shis QL 07 Conjunto 04, Casa 05 Lago Sul CEP

71615-340 Brasília DF

Brazil

PHONE LOCAL: (061) 3248.3747

INTERNATIONAL: +55.61.3248.3747

FAX LOCAL: (061) 3248.1922

INTERNATIONAL: +55.61.3248.1922
Philippines  Visa on Arrival (VOA) for 30 days

 Application procedures and fees may vary by location

 Visa is not required for Holders of an APEC Business Travel Card (ABTC).

 Passport must be valid for at least 6 months following the departure date

from Philippines.

 Check with the airline in case there is a connecting flights overseas as part of the

journey to Philippines. It may be the case that countries you pass through to

your destination may require a separate transit visa. Refer to visa requirements

of the specific country.

ADDRESS Felix de Amesti No. 367

Las Condes, Santiago

Chile

PHONE LOCAL: (02) 2208.1313

INTERNATIONAL: +56.2.2208.1313

FAX LOCAL: (02) 2208.1400

INTERNATIONAL: +56.2.2208.1400

EMAIL pe.santiago@dfa.gov.ph

NOTES Jurisdiction: Chile, Bolivia and Ecuador

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yangon_International_Airport
mailto:pe.santiago@dfa.gov.ph
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Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 There is Embassy of Thailand in Santiago, Chile

 http://www.thaiembassy.com/thai-embassy/thai-embassy-and-

consulates-in-santiago-chile.php

Vietnam  VISA IS NOW NOT REQUIRED SINCE AUGUST, 11 2017.

 Also check the official website :https://www.vietnam-visa.org.vn/visa-

requirements/chile.html

 Vietnamese embassy in Chile:

ADDRESS Ave. AméricoVespucio Sur 833

Las Condes, Santiago

Chile

PHONE LOCAL: (02) 2378.1370

INTERNATIONAL: +56.2.2378.1370

VISAS & CONSULAR LOCAL: (02) 2378.1372

INTERNATIONAL: +56.2.2378.1372

FAX LOCAL: (02) 2378.1378

INTERNATIONAL: +56.2.2378.1378

EMAIL sqvnchile@mofa.gov.vn

WEB SITE http://www.vietnamembassy-chile.org/

http://www.thaiembassy.com/thai-embassy/thai-embassy-and-
https://www.vietnam-visa.org.vn/visa-requirements/chile.html
mailto:sqvnchile@mofa.gov.vn
http://www.vietnamembassy-chile.org/
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COLUMBIAN PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia  VISA REQUIRED

 VISA ON ARRIVAL (VOA) for 30 days but they might also make it online with:

- A scanned copy of Colombia passport. A clear scan of the information pages of

your valid, signed passport.

- Passport-type photograph: must be uploaded to your applicant profile.

 You will receive your electronic visa via e-mail.

 Price: 99 dollars

 There is no consulate of Cambodia in Central or South America except in Cuba to

have further information.
Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 VISA ON ARRIVAL (VOA) for 30 days

 There is no consulate of Laos in Central or South America except in Cuba to have

further information.
Malaysia  VISA REQUIRED

 Must arrive or transit at Kuala Lumpur International Airport.

 Price: 4,6 USD

 There is no Malaysian embassy or consulate in Colombia but the nearest is in Chile

(see above).
Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED

 Colombia citizens can make a E-VISA for 28 days but must arrive via Yangon, Nay

Pyi Taw or Mandalay airports

 There is no Myanmar embassy or consulate in Colombia but the nearest is in

Brazil (see above).
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Philippines  VISA NOT REQUIRED up to 21 days (FREE)
 Check with the airline in case there is a connecting flights overseas as part of the

journey to Philippines. It may be the case that countries you pass through en

route to your destination may require a separate transit visa. Refer to visa

requirements of the specific country.

 There is no Filipino embassy or consulate in Colombia but the nearest is in Chile.

Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 The nearest Embassy of Thailand is in Brazil

 Required for International Health Certificate for YellowFever

 http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-

countries-which-require-International-Heal.html
Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED OR E-VISA (online)

 Colombia citizens can make a E-VISA for 30 days

 https://evisa.xuatnhapcanh.gov.vn/web/guest/trang-chu-ttdt

 3 days to process the request

 Price: about 84 dollars

 There is no Filipino embassy or consulate in Colombia but the nearest is in

http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-
https://evisa.xuatnhapcanh.gov.vn/web/guest/trang-chu-ttdt
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BENIN PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia  VISA REQUIRED OR E-VISA (ONLINE)

 Citizens of Benin residing in Benin must apply for a visa to Cambodia

in person at the nearest consulate of Cambodia inBenin.

 There is no consulate nor embassy in Africa

 https://www.cambodiaimmigration.org/embassy/benin

https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

Laos  VISA REQUIRED OR UPON ARRIVAL for a stay up to 30 days
 https://laos.visahq.com/requirements/benin/

Malaysia  VISA NOT REQUIRED for a stay up to 30 days.

 https://malaysia.visahq.com/requirements/benin/
Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED

 Apply for a visa to Myanmar in person at the nearest consulate of Myanmar in

Benin (in South Africa)
Philippines  VISA NOT REQUIRED for a stay up to 30 days.

 Travelers must hold a valid ticket for return journey

 Check with the airline in case there is a connecting flights overseas as part of the

journey to Philippines. It may be the case that countries you pass through en

route to your destination may require a separate transit visa. Refer to visa

requirements of the specific country.

Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Thailand in Benin

 There is Embassy of Thailand in South Africa

 Required for International Health Certificate for YellowFever

 http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-

countries-which-require-International-Heal.html
Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED

 Apply in person to the nearest consulate of Vietnam in Benin

 There is no Embassy of Vietnam in Benin

 There is an Embassy of Vietnam in Abuja, Nigeria

 https://www.vietnam-evisa.org/apply-visa.html

https://cambodia.visahq.com/
https://cambodia.visahq.com/embassy/benin/
https://www.cambodiaimmigration.org/embassy/benin
https://www.cambodiaimmigration.org/embassy/benin
http://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
https://laos.visahq.com/requirements/benin/
http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-
http://www.vietnam-evisa.org/apply-visa.html
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BURKINA FASO PASSPORT HOLDER
Cambodia  VISA REQUIRED

 No consulate of Cambodia in Burkina Faso

 There is Embassy of Cambodia in Abuja, Nigeria

 Visa can be applied via online- https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Laos in Burkina Faso

 Embassy of Laos in Abuja, Nigeria

Malaysia  VISA REQUIRED

 VOA ( visa on arrival) is not eligible

 Allowed to enter Malaysia by air only

 Yellow fever certificate required

 Embassy of Malaysia in Nigeria

Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED
 No Embassy or consulate of Myanmar in Burkina Faso
 There is Embassy of Myanmar in South Africa

Philippines  VISA NOT REQUIRED for a stay up to 30 days.
 Travelers must hold a valid ticket for return journey

 Check with the airline in case there is a connecting flights overseas as part of

the journey to Philippines. It may be the case that countries you pass through

en route to your destination may require a separate transit visa. Refer to visa

requirements of the specific country.

Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Thailand in Burkina Faso

 There is Embassy of Thailand in South Africa

 Required for International Health Certificate for YellowFever

 http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-

countries-which-require-International-Heal.html
Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Vietnamese in Burkina Faso

 Apply in person to the nearest consulate of Vietnam in Burkina Faso

 There is Embassy of Vietnam in Abuja, Nigeria

http://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-
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CAMEROON PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia  VISA REQUIRED OR E-VISA (ONLINE)

 There is no Embassy or consulate of Cambodia in Africa

 https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Laos in Cameroon

 Embassy of Laos in Abuja, Nigeria
Malaysia  VISA REQUIRED

 VOA ( visa on arrival) is not eligible

 Allowed to enter Malaysia by air only

 Embassy of Malaysia in Nigeria
Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Myanmar in Cameroon

 Visa can be applied at the nearest Embassy or consulate in Cameroon

 There is Embassy of Myanmar in South Africa
Philippines  VISA NOT REQUIRED for a stay up to 30 days.

 Travelers must hold a valid ticket for return journey

 Check with the airline in case there is a connecting flights overseas as part of

the journey to Philippines. It may be the case that countries you pass through

en route to your destination may require a separate transit visa. Refer to visa

requirements of the specific country.

Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Thailand in Cameroon

 There is Embassy of Thailand in South Africa

 Required for International Health Certificate for YellowFever

 http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-

countries-which-require-International-Heal.html
Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Vietnam in Cameroon so you must apply at the

nearest Embassy of Vietnam (in Abuja, Nigeria)

 http://vietnamvisaembassy.org/embassy/vietnam-embassy-in- cameroon/

http://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-
http://vietnamvisaembassy.org/embassy/vietnam-embassy-in-
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DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia  VISA REQUIRED

 Visa on Arrival (VOA)

Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Laos in Congo.

 The nearest Embassy is in Nigeria.

Malaysia  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Malaysia in Congo, the nearest is in Abuja,Nigeria

Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED

 eVisa- 28 days. eVisa holders must arrive via Yangon, Nay Pyi Taw

or Mandalay airports.

Philippines  VISA NOT REQUIRED for 30 days

Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Thailand in Democratic Republic of Congo

 There is Embassy of Thailand in South Africa

 Required for International Health Certificate for YellowFever

 http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-

countries-which-require-International-Heal.html

Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Vietnam in Congo. The nearest Embassy is in

Abuja, Nigeria

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yangon_International_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naypyidaw_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandalay_International_Airport
http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-
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GUINEA PASSPORT HOLDER
Cambodia  VISA REQUIRED OR E-VISA (ONLINE)

 There is no Embassy of Cambodia in Africa

 https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Laos in Guinea (the nearest might be in Abuja,

Malaysia  VISA NOT REQUIRED in 30 days

 There is an Embassy of Malaysia in Guinea

Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of consulate of Myanmar in Guinea

 There is Embassy of Myanmar in South Africa

Philippines  VISA NOT REQUIRED for a stay up to 30 days.

 Travelers must hold a valid ticket for return journey

 Check with the airline in case there is a connecting flights overseas as part of

the journey to Philippines. It may be the case that countries you pass through

en route to your destination may require a separate transit visa. Refer to visa

requirements of the specific country.

Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Thailand in Guinea

 There is Embassy of Thailand in South Africa

 Required for International Health Certificate for YellowFever

 http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-

countries-which-require-International-Heal.html

Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Vietnamese Embassy in Guinea

 Apply in person to the nearest consulate of Vietnam inGuinea

 There is Embassy of Vietnam in Abuja, Nigeria

http://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-
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IVORY COAST PASSPORT HOLDER
Cambodia  VISA REQUIRED OR E-VISA (ONLINE)

 No Consulate of Cambodia in Africa

 https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Laos in Ivory Coast

 All visitors must hold a passport valid for 6months

 There is Embassy of Laos in Abuja, Nigeria

Malaysia  VISA REQUIRED

 Embassy of Malaysia in Nigeria

Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED

 Apply for a visa to Myanmar in person at the nearest consulate of Myanmar in

Ivory Coast (in South Africa)

 eVisa-28 days, eVisa holders must arrive via Yangon, Nay Pyi Taw or Mandalay

airports.

Philippines  VISA NOT REQUIRED for a stay up to 30 days.

 Travelers must hold a valid ticket for return journey

 Check with the airline in case there is a connecting flights overseas as part of

the journey to Philippines. It may be the case that countries you pass through

en route to your destination may require a separate transit visa. Refer to visa

requirements of the specific country.

Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Thailand in Ivory Coast

 Apply for a visa to Thailand in person at the nearest consulate of Myanmar in

Ivory Coast (in South Africa)

Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Vietnam in Ivory Coast

 Apply in person to the nearest consulate of Vietnam in Ivory coast (in Abuja,

Nigeria)

http://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
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NIGERIA PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia  VISA REQUIRED OR E-VISA (ONLINE)

 https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

 http://embassyabuja.com/cambodian/cambodian-visa-requirements/

Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 Apply for a visa to Laos in person

 There is Embassy of Laos in Nigeria

Malaysia  VISA REQUIRED

 Yellow fever certificate required

 Embassy of Malaysia in Nigeria

Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED

 Apply for a visa to Myanmar in person at the nearest consulate of

Myanmar in Nigeria

 No Embassy or consulate of Myanmar in Nigeria.

 There is Embassy of Myanmar in South Africa

Philippines  VISA REQUIRED

 Applicants must apply for visa at the Embassy of the Philippines inAbuja

Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 Apply for a visa to Myanmar in person at the nearest Embassy of

Thailand (in South Africa)

 Required for International Health Certificate for YellowFever

 http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-

countries-which-require-International-Heal.html

Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED

 There is Embassy of Vietnam in Abuja, Nigeria

https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
http://embassyabuja.com/cambodian/cambodian-visa-requirements/
http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-
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REPUBLIC OF CONGO PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia

 VISA REQUIRED

 Visa on Arrival (VOA)

 30 day visa issued on arrival for US$ 20

Laos

 VISA REQUIRED

 Visa on Arrival (VOA)

 30 day visa issued on arrival for US$ 30

Malaysia

 VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Malaysia in Republic of Congo

 The is Embassy of Malaysia in Nigeria

Myanmar

 VISA REQUIRED

 eVisa- 28 days. eVisa holders must arrive via Yangon, Nay Pyi Taw or

Mandalay airports.

Philippines
 VISA NOT REQUIRED

 Visa free for 30 days

Thailand

 VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Thailand in Republic of Congo

 There is Embassy of Thailand in South Africa

 Required for International Health Certificate for YellowFever

 http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-

countries-which-require-International-Heal.html

Vietnam

 VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy of Vietnam in Republic of Congo

 The is Embassy of Vietnam in Nigeria

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yangon_International_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naypyidaw_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandalay_International_Airport
http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-
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TOGOLESE PASSPORT HOLDER
Cambodia  VISA REQUIRED OR E-VISA (online)

 There is no Embassy of Cambodia in Togo

 Visa can be applied via online

 There is Embassy of Cambodia in Abuja, Nigeria

 Cambodia tourist e-visa is required for citizens ofTogo.

 https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

Laos  VISA REQUIRED OR VISA UPON ARRIVAL (30 DAYS)

 https://laos.visahq.com/requirements/togo/

Malaysia  VISA NOT REQUIRED for a stay up to 30 days.

 https://malaysia.visahq.com/requirements/togo/

Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED

 Apply for visa to Myanmar in person at the nearest consulate of Myanmar in

Togo (in South Africa)

Philippines  VISA NOT REQUIRED for a stay up to 30 days.

 Travelers must hold a valid ticket for return journey

 Check with the airline in case there is a connecting flights overseas as part of the

journey to Philippines. It may be the case that countries you pass through en

route to your destination may require a separate transit visa. Refer to visa

requirements of the specific country.

Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 Their is Embassy of Thailand in South Africa

 Required for International Health Certificate for YellowFever

 http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-

countries-which-require-International-Heal.html

Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Vietnamese Embassy in Togo

 Apply in person to the nearest consulate of Vietnam in Togo (Abuja, Nigeria)

https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
https://laos.visahq.com/requirements/togo/
http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/services/4908/15384-List-of-
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BELGIAN PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia  VISA UPON ARRIVAL OR ONLINE

 There is Embassy of Cambodia in Brussels, Belgium

 https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 There is a Lao Embassy in Brussels, Belgium

Malaysia  VISA NOT REQUIRED

 Citizens of European Union States are allowed to enter Malaysia without visa

for a period of stay of ninety (90) days or less.

Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED OR E-VISA (ONLINE)

 There is an Embassy of Myanmar in Brussels, Belgium

 http://www.embassyofmyanmar.be/

Philippines  VISA UPON ARRIVAL FOR A STAY UP TO 30 DAYS
 Provided they hold valid tickets for their return journey to port of origin or next

port of destination.

Thailand  VISA NOT REQUIRED

 Belgian Nationals are allowed to enter Thailand without Visa for 30 days

Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED OR UPON ARRIVAL OR ONLINE

 There is Embassy of Vietnam in Brussels, Belgium

 http://www.vietnamembassy.be/vietnam-visum/

http://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
http://www.embassyofmyanmar.be/
http://www.vietnamembassy.be/vietnam-visum/
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FRENCH PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia  VISA ON ARRIVAL (VOA)

 https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 There is Embassy of Laos in Paris, France.

Malaysia  VISA NOT REQUIRED

 Citizens of European Union States are allowed to enter Malaysia without visa

for a period of stay of ninety (90) days or less.

Myanmar  E-VISA

 There is Embassy of Myanmar in France

 28 days. eVisa holders must arrive via Yangon, Nay Pyi Taw

or Mandalay airports.

Philippines  VISA ON ARRIVAL (VOA) for a stay up to 30 days

 Provided they hold valid tickets for their return journey to port of origin or

next port of destination.

Thailand  VISA NOT REQUIRED

 French Nationals are are allowed to enter Thailand without Visa for 30 days

Vietnam  As of June 19, 2017, VISA NOT REQUIRED for French citizens until June 30, 2018

 There is Vietnamese Embassy in Paris, France until June 30, 2018

 http://www.vietnamembassy.org.uk/

http://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yangon_International_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naypyidaw_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandalay_International_Airport
http://www.vietnamembassy.org.uk/
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ROMANIAN PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia  VISA REQUIRED OR UPON ARRIVAL OR ONLINE

 Please note, application procedures and fees may vary by location. If there is

no consulate of Cambodia in Romania there may be a consulate of Cambodia

in a neighboring country that covers the jurisdiction of Romania.

 Visa can be applied via online

 https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 There is no Embassy or Consulate in Romania

 There is Lao Consulate in Budapest, Hungary

Malaysia  VISA NOT REQUIRED

 Citizens of European Union States are allowed to enter Malaysia without visa

for a period of stay of ninety (90) days or less.

Myanmar  VISA REQUIRED OR E-VISA

 Myanmar e-Visa (ETA) is the most convenient and fastest way in among

many recommended ways by lower visa fee.

 There is Embassy of Myanmar in

Romania

 https://www.myanmarvisacorp.com/tips/romania

Philippines  VISA UPON ARRIVAL FOR A STAY UP TO 30 DAYS

 Provided they hold valid tickets for their return journey to port of origin or

next port of destination.

Thailand  VISA REQUIRED

 Visa on Arrival (VOA) for 15 days

Vietnam  VISA REQUIRED

 There is Embassy of Vietnam in Bucharest, Romania

 Romanian citizen can apply visa at the Embassy or through online

 https://visa.mofa.gov.vn/_layouts/registration/ApplicationForm.aspx

https://cambodia.visahq.com/embassy/romania/
http://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
http://www.myanmarvisacorp.com/tips/romania
https://visa.mofa.gov.vn/_layouts/registration/ApplicationForm.aspx
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UK PASSPORT HOLDER

Cambodia  VISA ON ARRIVAL (VOA)

 http://www.cambodianembassy.org.uk/index_mainbc61.html
 http://www.cambodianembassy.org.uk/downloads/Visa%20Application

%20Form%202011.pdf
 https://cambodia.visahq.co.uk/
 https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

Laos  VISA REQUIRED

 There is Embassy of Laos in London, UK

Malaysia  VISA NOT REQUIRED

 Citizens of European Union States are allowed to enter Malaysia without visa

for a period of stay of ninety (90) days or less.

Myanmar  There is Embassy of Myanmar in UK

 http://www.londonmyanmarembassy.com/index.php?id=306

Philippines  VISA ON ARRIVAL (VOA) FOR A STAY UP TO 30 DAYS

 Provided they hold valid tickets for their return journey to port of origin or

next port of destination.

Thailand  VISA NOT REQUIRED

 UK Nationals are allowed to enter Thailand without Visa for 30 days

Vietnam  As of June 19, 2017, VISA NOT REQUIRED

 There is Embassy of Vietnam in London, UK

 http://www.vietnamembassy.org.uk/

 https://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

http://www.cambodianembassy.org.uk/index_mainbc61.html
http://www.cambodianembassy.org.uk/downloads/Visa%20Application%20Form%202011.pdf
https://cambodia.visahq.co.uk/
http://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new
http://www.londonmyanmarembassy.com/index.php?id=306
http://www.vietnamembassy.org.uk/
http://www.evisa.gov.kh/application_new

